Abstract. Provenance, from the French word "provenir", describes the lineage or history of a data entity. Provenance is critical information in scientific applications to verify experiment process, validate data quality and associate trust values with scientific results. Current industrial scale eScience projects require an end-to-end provenance management infrastructure. This infrastructure needs to be underpinned by formal semantics to enable analysis of large scale provenance information by software applications. Further, effective analysis of provenance information requires well-defined query mechanisms to support complex queries over large datasets. This paper introduces an ontology-driven provenance management infrastructure for biology experiment data, as part of the Semantic Problem Solving Environment (SPSE) for Trypanosoma cruzi (T.cruzi). This provenance infrastructure, called T.cruzi Provenance Management System (PMS), is underpinned by (a) a domain-specific provenance ontology called Parasite Experiment ontology, (b) specialized query operators for provenance analysis, and (c) a provenance query engine. The query engine uses a novel optimization technique based on materialized views called materialized provenance views (MPV) to scale with increasing data size and query complexity. This comprehensive ontology-driven provenance infrastructure not only allows effective tracking and management of ongoing experiments in the Tarleton Research Group at the Center for Tropical and Emerging Global Diseases (CTEGD), but also enables researchers to retrieve the complete provenance information of scientific results for publication in literature.
Introduction
Life sciences domain is witnessing an exponential increase in availability of scientific data through use of industrial scale experiment protocols, easy access to distributed data resources, and computational tools. This deluge of data will benefit the scientific community only if it can be effectively analyzed to gain new research insights. The correct interpretation of scientific results requires analysis of metadata describing how the data was generated, for example, the material and methods used, date on which the data was generated, and the research context. This category of metadata describing the history or lineage of a dataset is called provenance, which is derived from the French word "provenir" meaning "to come from". Provenance information enables validation of data, verification of the experiment protocols that generated the data, and association of trust values with scientific results.
Information provenance has been recognized as a hard problem in computing science [1] , and there are many challenges being addressed by the provenance research community [2] [3] . For example, interoperability of provenance information from different sources is essential since integration of scientific results from disparate sources requires the analysis of their associated provenance information. Recent initiatives to create a common provenance model to facilitate interoperability include the upper level provenance ontology called provenir [4] and the open provenance model (OPM) [5] . Another important issue in provenance research is the ability to analyze the provenance information using robust query mechanisms. Provenance analysis will enable scientists to make informed decisions about the reliability of results from experiments. These challenges in provenance management has been the focus of extensive research efforts in the database [6] , scientific workflow [7] , and more recently in the Semantic Web community [3] .
Recently, a provenance management framework (PMF), underpinned by Semantic Web standards, has been proposed to manage provenance information in large eScience projects [8] . The PMF consists of: (a) The provenir upper level provenance ontology modeled in OWL-DL [9] .
Provenir ontology was developed using the Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) foundry principles (b) A set of specialized operators to query provenance information and facilitate analysis of provenance information (c) A query engine to support the provenance operators implemented on an Oracle RDF database We have used this framework in a real world eScience project for parasite research to create an end-to-end provenance management infrastructure. The next section presents an overview of this eScience project.
Parasite researchers use data from multiple sources, namely "wet-lab" experiment protocols (for example, expression profiling, and proteome analysis), external databases (for example, UniProtDB [11], TriTrypDB [12] ), and published literature (for example, PubMed [13] ). These datasets not only have different representation formats but also use different methods for data generation and curation. Existing approaches use tedious manual techniques to integrate these datasets from multiple sources. The T.cruzi SPSE aims to utilize Semantic Web technologies to integrate local and external datasets to answer biological questions at multiple levels of granularity ( Figure 1 ).
Figure 1:
A schematic representation of the T.cruzi SPSE A coherent integration of the disparate datasets in T.cruzi SPSE requires the analysis of the associated experimental conditions in which the datasets were generated. To achieve this objective a provenance management infrastructure called T.cruzi Provenance Management System (PMS) has been implemented. In this paper, we describe creation of this infrastructure using the theoretical underpinning of the PMF [8] . The key contributions of the paper are described below: 1. Creation of an end-to-end provenance management infrastructure for parasite research called T.cruzi PMS. 2. Development of a domain-specific provenance ontology for T.cruzi PMS called Parasite Experiment (PE) ontology. The PE ontology models provenance information of experiment protocols used in parasite research. The PE ontology extends the provenir upper level provenance ontology defined in the PMF [8] to facilitate interoperability with provenance ontologies in other domains. 3. An evaluation of the T.cruzi PMS capabilities to answer provenance queries over experiment datasets generated in the Tarleton research group is presented. The provenance queries are executed using provenance query operators implemented in a query engine over an Oracle RDF database. 4. The scalability of the T.cruzi PMS is also demonstrated in terms of both increasing sizes of data and complexity of provenance queries using a novel optimization technique based on materialized views.
Outline of the Paper
Section 2 describes the challenges faced in management of provenance information using the current infrastructure in the Tarleton research group. Section 3 describes the architecture of the T.cruzi PMS and introduces the Parasite Experiment ontology to model provenance of experiment protocols. Section 4 discusses the query infrastructure for provenance analysis in T.cruzi PMS. Section 5 presents the evaluation results for T.cruzi PMS. Section 6 correlates the work described in this paper with existing work in provenance management and Section 7 concludes with summary and future work.
Challenges in Provenance Management for T.cruzi SPSE
An important approach to the study of T.cruzi infection is the use of reverse genetics to create avirulent (non-virulent) strains of the T.cruzi parasite in the laboratory. The creation of such parasite strains requires the identification of genes that control a core biochemical function. These genes can be deleted from the genome of the parasite (gene "knock-out") in order to ablate the biochemical function, possibly resulting in an avirulent strain. The two experiment processes used in creation of T.cruzi avirulent strains are (a) Gene Knockout (GKO) Protocol, and (b) Strain Project (SP) Protocol. The next section describes the two experiment protocols and the associated provenance information that need to be captured along with the experiment results.
Provenance Information in Gene Knockout and Strain Project Experiment Protocols
Given a list of genes for creation of potential avirulent T.cruzi strains, each gene forms an input to the GKO experiment protocol. To totally ablate (or at a minimum reduce) the function of genes, each of the alleles of the genes are targets of knock-out (Figure 2 ). The output of the GKO experiment protocol is a "knockout construct plasmid", which is created using the appropriate sequences of the target gene and a chosen antibiotic resistance gene. This plasmid is used in the SP experiment protocol to create a new strain of T.cruzi (Figure 3 ). The SP Protocol is composed of three sub-processes (described in Figure 3 ) namely, Transfection, Drug Selection, and Cloning. Briefly, during transfection the Knockout Construct Plasmid will replace the target gene in the T. cruzi genome with a selected antibiotic resistance gene resulting in a "Transfected Sample". The expression of the antibiotic resistance gene will allow parasites that were successfully transfected to survive drug treatment (Selection) with an antibiotic such as Neomycin. Researchers treat the Transfected Sample with the antibiotic for the period of time that kills all parasites in a non-transfected sample. Individual parasites within the resulting "Selected Sample" are then cloned to create "Cloned Samples" which are then used to infect model animals such as mice to assess strain phenotype and attenuation. At the end of above two protocols we not only obtain a new avirulent T. cruzi strain, but also a plethora of data that need to be stored and analyzed. The process to create a new strain may take many months, and at each step, important provenance information must be collected and stored. This provenance information can be used by the technicians and project managers to track the progress of the experiments and is also important for publications of results in literature. Specific examples of provenance information that must be collected include the samples identifier, names and annotation information for the targeted genes, justification for knockout, plasmid constructs, antibiotic resistance genes, transfection methods (e.g. sonication, electroporation), number of transfection attempts, selection antibiotic, period of selection, and the ultimate success of knocking-out the gene from the genome.
The collection, representation, storage, and querying of the provenance information is difficult using the existing infrastructure in the Tarleton research group. In the next section, we discuss these challenges using a set of example provenance queries.
Querying Provenance Information of Experiment Data
The provenance information collected during GKO and SP experiments is used by multiple users with different requirements: 1) Technicians performing the lab-related work, 2) Project managers or principal investigators who want to track progress and/or view strains successfully created, 3) New researchers such as visiting faculty or post-docs who want to learn the labspecific methods, and 4) Researchers in the parasite research community who can infer phenotype of the related organisms that they study from the work done on T. cruzi. The current informatics infrastructure in the Tarleton research group is built using multiple relational databases that are accessed via custom web pages to store, track, and view data for a project. We describe how an example set of provenance queries are executed using the existing infrastructure.
Query 1:
List all groups using"target_region_plasmid_Tc00.1047053504033.170_1" target region plasmid? Current Approach: This query cannot be performed by a user using the current infrastructure in the Tarleton research group. The informatics specialist has to search for data from different databases and then create a set of customized SQL queries and scripts to answer the query.
Query 2: Find the name of the researcher who created the knockout plasmid "plasmid66"?
Current Approach: Answering this query requires access to three tables from two database schemas and use of PHP-based web tools. A custom query builder tool is used to search for plasmids with identifier "plasmid66". Next, in a three step process, including searching for "Strain" record associated with the given plasmid identifier and gene details, the name of the researcher is located. Query 3: "cloned_sample66" is not episomal. How many transfection attempts are associated with this sample? Current Approach: Using a custom query builder tool, a SQL query joining two tables is generated to list the strains with cloned samples with confirmed episomal insertion of the plasmid. From this list the user can obtain the number of transfection attempts to create the strain.
Query 4:
Which gene was used create the cloned sample "cloned_sample66"? Current Approach: To answer this query the researcher again uses a custom query builder to select the "KO Gene Name" in a tabular result view and search for "cloned_sample66". The custom query builder performs the joins necessary to combine data from three tables and creates the SQL query automatically. However, changes to the underlying database require modification of the PHP code by the informatics specialist.
These example queries demonstrate the limitations of current infrastructure that either cannot answer a query (Query 1) or requires the user to follow a multi-step process to retrieve the result. These limitations, especially the manual effort required, assume significance in a high-throughput experiment environment with multiple concurrent projects and the need to integrate provenance information across projects to guide future research. In the next section, we describe the ontology-driven provenance management infrastructure that has been created to address these challenges.
T.cruzi Provenance Management System
The T.cruzi PMS infrastructure addresses four aspects of provenance management in the T.cruzi SPSE project (Figure 4 ): 1. Provenance Capture -The provenance information associated with SP and GKO experiment protocols are captured via web pages used by researchers during an experiment. This data is transformed into RDF instance data corresponding to the PE ontology schema. 2. Provenance Representation -The parasite experiment (PE) ontology is used to model the provenance information of GKO and SP experiment protocols. The integrated provenance information, from both these experiment protocols, is represented as "ground" RDF graph, that is, without any blank nodes [14]. 3. Provenance Storage -The provenance information is stored in an Oracle 10g (release 10.2.0.3.0) RDF database management system (DBMS). Oracle 10g was chosen due to its widespread use in biomedical informatics applications [15] [16] and it satisfied the requirements of the T.cruzi PMS. For example, it supports the full SPARQL query specification [17], use of RDFS [14] as well as user-defined reasoning rules, and is a proven platform for large scale RDF storage [18] .We note that the T.cruzi PMS can be implemented over any RDF DBMS that support the above listed requirements. 4. Provenance Query Analysis -In addition to storage of provenance information, the T.cruzi PMS supports querying of provenance information, using a set of specialized provenance query operators. The query operators are implemented in a query engine deployed over the Oracle RDF database.
Figure 4:
The architecture of the T.cruzi PMS addressing four aspects of provenance management In this section we focus on the PE ontology that forms the key component of the T.cruzi PMS (Figure 4) . Provenance information includes significant domain-specific information (for example, trypsin enzyme is used for proteolysis of a protein sample). But, a single monolithic provenance ontology for different domains is clearly not feasible. Hence, a modular approach is proposed in the PMF [8] and involves integrated use of multiple ontologies, each modeling provenance metadata specific to a particular domain. For example, the ProPreO ontology [19] represents proteomics domain-specific provenance. These provenance ontologies extend the provenir upperlevel provenance ontology to facilitate interoperability. We present a brief overview of the provenir ontology.
Provenir ontology -Upper Level Provenance ontology
The provenir ontology has been created using the OBO Foundry principles [20] . Using the two primitive philosophical ontology concepts of "occurrent" and "continuant" [21] , provenir defines three basic classes namely, data 1 , agent, and 1 We use the courier font to denote ontology classes and properties process ( Figure 5 ). The two base classes, data and agents are defined as specialization (sub-class) of the continuant class. The third base class process is a synonym of occurrent class. The datasets that undergo modification in an experiment are modeled as data_collection class and the parameters that influence the execution of experiments are modeled as parameter class. Both these classes are sub-classes of the data class. The parameter class has three sub-classes representing the spatial, temporal, and thematic (domain-specific) dimensions, namely spatial_parameter, temporal_parameter, and domain_parameter ( Figure 5) .
Instead of defining a new set of properties, a set of fundamental properties defined in the Relation ontology (RO) [21] have been reused and adapted in provenir ontology ( Figure 5 ). For example, "part_of", "contained_in", "preceded_by", and "has_participant". The provenir ontology is defined using OWL-DL [9] with an expressivity of ALCH; further details of the ontology are described in [8] . In the next section we describe the PE ontology that extends the provenir ontology for T.cruzi PMS.
Parasite Experiment ontology
The PE ontology models the provenance information associated with GKO and SP experiment protocols, described in Section 2.2. New classes and properties are added to PE ontology while ensuring that any new construct does not contradict constructs in the provenir ontology. The PE ontology is modeled using the OWL-DL [9] language and contains 94 classes and 27 properties (23 object and 4 datatype properties) with a description logic (DL) expressivity of ALCHF(D). We now describe the different components of the PE ontology ( Figure 5) .
First, we discuss the modeling of process entities that constitute the GKO and SP experiment protocols. Two classes namely, gene_knockout_process and strain_creation_process, are created as subclass of provenir:process 2 class, to model generic gene knockout and strain creation experiment processes. The knockout_project_protocol and strain_creation_protocol classes represent the particular protocols used in the Tarleton research group. The GKO and SC protocols consist of multiple sub-processes, which are also modeled in PE ontology, for example sequence_extraction, plasmid_construction, transfection, drug_selection, and cell_cloning ( Figure 5) .
Next, we describe the PE ontology concepts that model the datasets and parameters used in the GKO and SC experiment protocols. A novel feature of the provenir ontology is the distinct modeling of provenir:data_collection (that represents data entities that undergo processing in an experiment) and provenir:parameter (that represents parameters that influence the behavior of a 2 Provenir classes and properties are represented using the provenir namespace as provenir:process where provenir resolves to http://knoesis.wright.edu/provenir/provenir.owl process or agent). This distinction is maintained in the PE ontology, for example, given the transfection process its input value Tcruzi_sample is modeled as a subclass of provenir:data_collection class whereas the parameter value transfection_buffer is modeled as a sub-class of the provenir:parameter class. Further, the parameter values in PE ontology are categorized along the space, time, and theme (domain-specific) dimensions ( Figure  5 ). The third set of PE ontology concepts extend the provenir:agent class to model researchers and instruments involved in an experiment. For example, transfection_machine, microarray_plate_reader are instruments modeled as subclass of provenir:agent; researcher is an example of human agent; and knockout_plasmid is an example of a biological agent.
Finally, we describe the properties used to connect the PE ontology classes. In addition to the eleven relationships in provenir ontology, new object and datatype properties specific to GKO and SP experiment protocols were created. For example, four new object properties are defined to model the similarity relationships between two genomic regions, namely is_paralogous_to, is_orthologous_to, is_homologous_to, and is_identical_to.
In addition to extending the provenir ontology, the PE ontology re-uses classes from existing ontologies listed at the NCBO, which is discussed in the next section.
Interoperability with Existing ontologies
The NCBO currently lists 137 publicly available biomedical ontologies [22] and it is important that new ontologies, such as PE ontology, are interoperable with these existing ontologies. Hence, the PE ontology re-uses relevant classes and relationships from four public ontologies namely, Sequence ontology (SO) [12] , the National Cancer Institute (NCI) thesaurus [23], Parasite Life Cycle ontology (PL) [24] , and the W3C OWL Time ontology [25] (Figure 5) .
The SO models biological sequences and is a joint effort by genome annotation centers and users of sequence annotation data [12] . The PE ontology re-uses multiple SO classes, including so:plasmid, so:genome along with its subclasses such as so:chromosome, so:gene, and so:flanking_region. Similarly, NCI:gene_function, PL:organism_strain, Time:DateTimeDescription are some of the other classes re-used in PE ontology from the NCI, PL, and OWL Time ontology respectively. In addition, PE ontology also re-uses the object property PL:has_base_strain from PL ontology. Therefore, the PE ontology not only allows interoperability with domainspecific provenance ontologies by extending the provenir ontology, but also ensures interoperability with existing biomedical ontologies listed at NCBO.
In the next section, we describe the query capabilities of the T.cruzi PMS that uses PE ontology for query composition and query optimization.
Query Infrastructure of T.cruzi PMS: Provenance Query Operators and Query Engine
The capture and storage of provenance information is of limited use without an effective query mechanism to enable provenance analysis. The query capability of T.cruzi PMS is constituted of two components, namely: a) Provenance Query Operators: A set of specialized query operators for provenance information. b) Provenance Query Engine: A query engine to support the provenance query operators over an Oracle 10g RDF database using SPARQL query language. The query engine uses a novel materialized view-based optimization technique to ensure scalability with increasing size of data as well as complexity of queries.
Provenance Query Operators
The provenance query operators are based on the classification of provenance queries proposed in PMF [8] , that categorizes provenance queries into three classes: 1. Query for provenance metadata: Given a data entity, this category of queries returns the complete set of provenance information associated with a data entity. 2. Query for dataset using provenance information: An opposite perspective to the first category of query is, given a set of constraints defined over provenance information retrieve a set of data entities satisfying these constraints. 3. Operations on provenance information: This category of queries defines operations over the provenance metadata such as comparing or merging of provenance information. Using this classification scheme, a set of specialized query operators has been defined [8] namely, (a) provenance ( ) -to retrieve provenance information for a given dataset, (b) provenance_context ( ) -to retrieve datasets that satisfy constraints on provenance information, (c) provenance_compare ( ) -given two datasets, this query operator determines if they were generated under equivalent conditions by comparing the associated provenance information, and (d) provenance_merge ( ) -to merge provenance information from different stages of an experiment protocol. The formal definition of these query operators is described in [8] .
In contrast to the existing informatics infrastructure in the Tarleton research group, the T.cruzi PMS uses the provenance query operators (implemented in a query engine) to execute provenance queries. Given an input value, the query operators compose the corresponding SPARQL query pattern. Figure 6 describes the use of the provenance () query operator to answer the example provenance queries introduced in Section 2.2. 2) The provenance query operators are implemented in a query engine over an Oracle 10g RDF database. We describe the details of this provenance query engine in the next section.
Provenance Query Engine and Materialized Provenance Views
The provenance query engine is designed as a Java-based Application Programming Interface (API) for use with any RDF DBMS that supports SPARQL query language and rule-based reasoning. The query engine uses the formal definition of the provenance query operators [4] , to automatically compose the corresponding query expression in SPARQL syntax.
Provenance queries are path computations over RDF graphs and are expensive operations that require computation of fixed paths, recursive pattern-based paths and neighborhood retrieval. As discussed in [8] , a straightforward implementation does not scale with the large scale datasets for complex provenance queries, hence a new class of materialized views called materialized provenance views (MPV) have been defined in PMF [8] .
Theoretically, the MPV correspond to a single logical unit of provenance in a given domain, for example one complete experiment cycle in T.cruzi domain. A logical unit of provenance information is identified using the domain-specific ontology used for an application. The MPV in T.cruzi PMS is defined using the PE ontology as a set of processes starting with the sequence_extraction class and terminating with the cell_cloning class (Figure 7 ). An important advantage of defining an MPV using the PE ontology is the ability of a single MPV to satisfy all queries for data entities created or used in a single experiment cycle. The query engine uses a B-tree index to identify query inputs that can be satisfied by a MPV instead of being executed against the underlying database. The use of MPV results in significant gain in query response time with increasing data size and complexity of provenance query expression pattern. The next section discusses the evaluation results of the provenance queries (introduced in Section 2.2).
Evaluation and Results
The objective of our evaluation of the T.cruzi PMS is three-fold: 1. Verify that the example provenance queries (Section 2.2) can be answered correctly in the T.cruzi PMS 2. Evaluate the scalability of T.cruzi PMS with increasing size of RDF data 3. Evaluate the ability of the T.cruzi PMS to answer increasingly complex provenance queries.
Experiment Setup, Queries, and Dataset
The experiments were conducted using Oracle10g (Release 10.2.0.3.0) DBMS on a Sun Fire V490 server running 64-bit Solaris 9 with four 1.8 GHz Ultra Sparc IV processors and 8GB of main memory. The database used an 8 KB block size and was configured with a 512 MB buffer cache. The dataset (Table I) corresponds to a number of experiment cycles and were generated in the Tarleton research group. The standard RDFS entailment rules and two user defined rules were used to create new inferred triples (Table I ). The first user-defined rule asserts that "If the input value of a process (p1) is same as output value of another process (p2), then p1 is linked to p2 by property ro:preceded_by". The second user-defined rule asserts that "If a process (p1) is part of another process (p2) and pa1 is a parameter for p2, then pa1 is also a parameter for process (p1). The SPARQL query patterns corresponding to the example provenance queries represent varying levels of query patterns complexity in terms of total number of variables, the total number of triples, and use of the SPARQL OPTIONAL function [26] . This complexity is also called "expression complexity" [27] , and Table II lists the expression complexity of the example queries expressed in SPARQL syntax. 
Experiment 1
This experiment involved the verification of the results for the four queries executed using the T.cruzi PMS by the informatics specialist in the Tarleton research group. The results of the four queries are: 1) "Group1" used "target_region_plasmid_Tc00.1047053504033.170_1" target region plasmid to create cloned samples 2) Researcher with user ID = "1" created the knockout plasmid "plasmid66" 3) "Cloned sample 66", which is not episomal, involved 1 transfection attempt. 4) Gene with identifier "Tc00.1047053506727.100" was used create the cloned sample "cloned_sample66".
Experiment 2
The four queries, Q1 to Q4 (in Table II) , were executed against a fixed RDF dataset, DS4 (in Table I ) to evaluate the performance of query engine for provenance queries with increasing complexity. Figure 8 (a) shows that the response time increases with increasing complexity of the provenance queries. Similarly, to evaluate the performance of the query engine with increasing size of data, query Q4 (in Table II ) is executed against the four RDF datasets, DS1 to DS4 (in Table I ). Figure 8 (b) shows that the response time of the query engine increases with increasing size of RDF data. The two sets of results demonstrate the need for effective optimization techniques to enable practical use of the query engine in the T.cruzi PMS. The next experiment discusses the results of using the MPV for query optimization.
Experiment 3
Using the results of "Experiment 2" as baseline, this experiment discusses the significant improvement in response time of the provenance query engine using MPV. Figure 9 (a) shows the comparative results for provenance queries with increasing complexity executed against the underlying database and the MPV. Similar to "Experiment 2", Figure 9 (a) describes the result of executing the four queries (in Table II ) using the fixed dataset DS 4 (in Table I ). The MPV used in Figure 9 (a) corresponds to the provenance result of "Cloned sample 66" consisting of 139 RDF triples and occupying 27KB space. We note that this single MPV is used to answer all the four queries, Q1 to Q4 (in Table II ). Figure 9 (b) shows the benefit of using MPV for query Q4 (in Table II ) over increasing size of RDF datasets, DS1 to DS4 (in Table  I ). The results demonstrate that the use of MPV leads to significant improvement in response time, for both increasing complexity of provenance queries and increasing size of RDF dataset.
Related Work
Provenance has been studied in both the eScience [7] and the database community [6] . In the eScience community, provenance management has been addressed primarily in the context of workflow engines [2] [5], but recent work has argued for use of domain semantics in eScience provenance [3] . Simmhan et al. [7] survey the provenance management issues in eScience. The database community has also addressed the issue of provenance and defined various types of provenance, for example "why provenance" [28] and "where provenance" [28] . Database provenance is also described as fine-grained provenance [6] . A detailed comparison of PMF (that underpins the T.cruzi PMS) with both workflow and database provenance is presented in [8] .
The Semantic Provenance Capture in Data Ingest Systems (SPCDIS) [29] is an example of eScience project with dedicated infrastructure for provenance management. In contrast to the T.cruzi PMS, the SPCDIS project uses the proof markup language (PML) [30] to capture provenance information. The Inference Web toolkit [30] features a set of tools to generate, register and search proofs encoded in PML. Both T.cruzi PMS and the SPCDIS have common objectives but use different approaches to achieve them, specifically the T.cruzi PMS uses an ontology-driven approach with robust query infrastructure for provenance management.
Conclusion
This paper introduces an in-use ontology-driven provenance management infrastructure for parasite research called T.cruzi PMS. The following conclusions are drawn from our experience described in this paper: 1. Domain-specific provenance ontologies, such as PE ontology, are the key component for an eScience provenance management infrastructure. Further, by extending the provenir ontology, the PE ontology can interoperate with other domain-specific provenance ontologies to facilitate sharing and integration of provenance information from different domains and projects. 2. The provenance query operators effectively support provenance queries and provide the users with a well-defined and robust mechanism to execute complex provenance queries. 3. The T.cruzi PMS, using MPV-based query optimization, is a scalable infrastructure for increasing data size as well as complexity of provenance queries. In future, we plan to integrate other experiment protocols in the Tarleton research group such as proteome analysis and sample characterization in the T.cruzi PMS.
